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To eliminate racism

Minorities rewriting history
By Sieve Terry
Fourth of series
The simplest definition 01 the history making
process is the gathering, selection, and
interpretation of past human events.
But
until recently. all history texts
disseminated through the education system in
America were written by white historians.
A concentrated effort by Mexican -Americans.
Blacks, and others of the nation’s minorities including women) is underway to eliminate racism
from the interpretation of American history.
Racism in history may be described differently by different people.
Dr. Robin Brooks, associate professor History
at San lose State University. said the beat
documented case of the writing of minority history in this country is the Negro.
He continued with a brief chronology of historical thought regarding Blacks beginning
with the turn of the century.
History, as any other discipline, starts first
with certain assumptions. During that period.
said Dr. Brooks. the scientific "fact" was that
Blacks were inferior and that the European and
North American white man was the highest level
in the ladder of evolution.
Working with this premise, he continued, historians looked for this and found what they were
looking for. They explained slavery was unpleasant, but saw also "it was a good thing, that
most masters were nice people and most slaves
were happy being slaves.-rhe scientific assumptions from which he
(the historian wrote, were drastically shaken up
in the 1920’s and ’30’s," with the advent of
cultural relativism in anthropological thought.
’rite fall of Nazism after World War II
-virtually wiped out the idea of racism as a valid
scientific category," said Dr. Brooks.
But the restoration ol equality was a peculiar
reality.
Historians began introducing a "white"
interpretation of significant Blacks in history.
Men like Booker T. Washington. Ralph Bunch,
and W.E.B. DuBois, were representative, said Dr.
Brooks, of Blacks "accomodating themselves to
while leadership."
These were "racist stereotypes" of Black men,
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although the 130’s saw a rewriting of history to
-dignify- the Black man in America.
"The one problem with it the liberal view) is
that it’s culture tree." said Dr. Brooks. "It’s the
assumption that Blacks and whites are exactly
the same. It ignores the possibility that Blacks
retain a significant portion of an African
cultural heritage. The percentage of Black historians is very
small, about two per cent. But, the emergence of
Black heroes which do not reflect acceptable
while standards of achievement. (Malcom X.
Elridge Cleaver, Angela Davis, and their
autobiographies to name a few) are just now
making an impact which will later be absorbed
in texts.
"There was a Black history written by Blacks,"
said Dr. Brooks, "one in the 1880’s. and later by
men such as Carter Woodson in 1916 who
founded "The lournal of Negro History.- and
W.E.B. DuBois. who wrote significant works.
But, basically, American historians ignored it. According to Dr. Gerald E. Wheeler, chairman
of the SISU History Department, the historian
must report events with an eye toward seeing
racial distinctions in events.
"An historian, if he’s aimed to questions of
racism, may then ask the right questions. If he’s
not sensitive, he may just say it (riots) was a big
light between whites and Blacks."
He says questions of racism haven’t been
asked until recently, and the information "goes
downward slowly" from educators to student.
Contemporary pressures by elhno-political
groups help to -generate change in historians"
point of view, claims Wheeler.
Concerning texts, Wheeler explains, "My
theory is that over a period of years prominent
historians are called upon to write new texts.
Gradually, the old gets weeded out."
Usually. he says. these texts are not intended
for the secondary and elementary student. They
must wait for professional text writers to absorb
the changes and redistribute the information in
new editions or revisions.
The emergence of the "problem books" in
classrooms aids in dissemination of views
which accent the changing mood in history.

Afro-American Historian

But siriool boards at e%eiy le 1.t1 III education
must be sold before any text can be adopted into
the curriculum. Acceptance of the finished
product is left not to historians, but to
education executives.
One force working on the education system is
the minority studies programs.
"They provide alternatives." declared Dr.
Wheeler. "Ifs history department wants to stay
in business. it better adopt their ideas or it will
lose the student."
A good parallel to the historian, he says, is the
journalist. News judgement in reporting current
events changes with the times.
So too, does the reporter of history change his
view on what is valuable in interpretation and
selection.
Important issues which emerge now will
naturally attract attention. In the process, a reevaluation will occur.
But both Dr. Brooks and Wheeler concede the
education system is always a step behind the
student.
More than likely, they say, other media -journalism, fiction, movieswill have the most
immediate impact.
Dr. Paul Puritt, instructor of Swahiliat SISU,
contends the recent interest in Africa was
generated, in part, by the media attention on
events on the emerging nations of Africa.
It was not the quality, he said, but the sheer
weight of material which refined the American
focus on Africa.
Dr. Randall C. Jimenez, professor of MexicanAmerican Studies at SISU, contends journalistic
reporting has done more harm than good.
He contends journalists leave out facts, and
are guilty of throwing together material "out of
ignorance."
The dynamics of history in America and in the
world continue to evolve through an even more
important era, contends Dr. Books.
One in which "being equal but different" will
challenge all prior concepts of people, will lead
to progress in every human effort which history
records.

Two!

Six -foot -1 guard lohnnie Skinner scores go ahead layin over 6-foot -6 49’er All-American
Ed Ratlef.I. ’rhe bucket gave the Spartans a 54-52 lead with nine minutes to go in the game
and SISC never trailed Long Beach after that. SISU is now the No. 1 team in the PCA A with
a 2-0 record after downing San Diego State Saturday night.

No. 5 team sidetracked

Basket jill. Spartan style, will never he the
same.
Reeling from a live game losing streak, San
lose State University’s basketball team was
supposed to roll over and play dead in its
conference openers against the Long Beach State
49’ers and San Diego State Aztecs this past
weekend.
Someone forgot to tell the undersized
Spartans.
Before 2600 hysterical tans in Civic
Auditorium Friday night, 51511 upset the
nation’s No. 5 team, LBSU. 68-61 and then came
back the next night, before another 2100
hysterical tans in Spartan Gym to nip the Aztecs
52-50 on II last second shot by Doug Adkins.
The Spartans are 7-6 overall, SDS is 5-6 and
Long Beach is 11- I.

Is the Itrst little Sitll has won the lirst Iwo
Pacific Coast Athletic Association games it has
played in the lour years the Spartans have been
in the league.
"We’ve never won games like this. It’s about
time." said Siaartan head coach Ivan Guevara
jubilantly after Saturday night’s thriller.
Guevara saw his Spartans come within a
single point at beating Long Beach last season
73-72. as Olympian Ed Kellen sank two free
throws with three seconds remitting in the
game alter being touted by lohnnie Skinner.
This time, Skinner was the hero and Hallett
the goal.
Skinner poured through 27 points. 17 in the
second hall to lead SISU to its first win over the
49’ers ever in PCAA action.
Story cont’d on page four

Not a ’mental quirk’

Racism -’systemized oppression’

A new concept, "equal but different," shakes history

King dethroned;
Utah bid no good
It la imiatierg
It’s all over.
Dewey King announced his resignation as
head football coach at San lose Stale University
at 2 p.m. Friday. It came after he learned his bid
for the Utah State head coaching job was turned
down Friday morning.
According to Utah State sports information
director Ken Mitchell, "King wanted to know as
soon as possible."
Mitchell didn’t believe that the adverse
publicity nationally about King’s situation at
SISU hurl his chances for the Utah State job.
King’s resignation came after a month-long

,
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turmoil over whether he would be fired, resign or
seek a post at another school.
President lohn H. Bunzel hopes to name King’s
successor by Ian. 19 and have the new coach assume his duties on Feb. I.
The alumni association at Si%) has subjected
King to an extreme amount of pressure to
produce a winner and at the end of the past
season, which saw the Spartans produce a 4-7
record. King’s days at SISU became numbered.
Spartan Foundation leaders Ben Reichmuth
and Bob Hostel& along with a few other
members of the association constantly vented
their dissatisfaction with the way King has
handled the Spartan football program.
It was learned that the decision to dismiss
King was made Dec. 20 and that applications for
the Spartan head coaching job were sent to 80
colleges a few weeks later.
Dick Vermiel. former SISU quarterback, now
an assistant coach for the Los Angeles Rams is in
town today for his interview. joe Harper. the
head coach from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo was
in town Friday and Fresno State’s head coach,
Darryl Rogers was on campus Thursday.
Other possibilities fur the No. 1 football post
are Bill Walsh. assistant coach for the Cincinnati
Bengals and lohnny lohnson. assistant coach at
Cal Berkeley.
If lohnson were to be selected as head coach it
would be the first time a Black held the head
coaching position at a major university.
The 31 -year-old SIS(l grad was an assistant
tor King until this past season when he left for
Cal.
While all of the mystery of who will be the new
Spartan field boss is going on, the entire staff of
assistants will probably seek employment
elsewhere.
The stall includes Dwain "Butch" Painter.
Cass lackson, Robert Loose, Randy Cardin,
George Darlington and Willard Wells.
"We had the foundation of a good program
started here." said Loose.

By Rose Calhoun
Fifth of series
Racism. One must understand that racism is
not a "mental quirk" or a "psychological flaw" on
the part of individuals.
According to be Seward, associate professor
at Economics, in San lose State University’s
Black Studies department. "Racism is the
systematized oppression and exploitation by
one race of people of another.
"Unless exploitation and oppression are included, it’s net racism. it’s simply prejudice,"
Seward maintained.
The various forms of oppression in all areas of
social relations, make up a pi "Gess which
operates so normally that the individuals involved are barely conscious of their operation.
In March 1968, the PresidenrsCommission on
Civil Disorders, headed by Illinois Governor
Otto Kerner, issued its report charging white
racism with responsibility for the degraded conditions of Blacks in this country.
Since that report appeared, white racist hostility toward Blacks, particularly among white
workers,
has apparently increased, not
decreased. Polls indicate that today fewer
whites believe that Blacks are the victim of discrimination, and some whites feel that Blacks
are the villains instead of the victims.
In a survey conducted by this reporter in the
Spring of 1971 concerning the presence or
absence of racism on SISU campus, Blacks and
Chicanos expressed the belief that SISU practices
"institutional
racism";
the
E.O.P.
perpetuates the Black matriarchy; and the
younger whites feel as their parents concerning
minorities.
White students, were not aware that racism
exists on campus; one female didn’t know what
racism meant: and whites do not feel that
minorities have special problems.
White responsibility
To return to racism in the U.S. in general, the
Kerner Commission report diagnosed whites as
being responsible for oppression of Blacks and it
then make recommendations for the treatment
not of whites but of Blacks.
Yet, the Commission made it clear that its aim
was to attack "the root cause of racial disorder,"
not the root cause of racism.
The following were given as economic tactics
used to perpetuate racism in the United States:
Unemployment and underemployment
Union discrimination
Inadequate housing: Poor housing code enforcement, discrimination in sales and rentals.
and overcrowding.
Inadequate education: De facto segregation.
poor quality of instruction and facilities, inadequacy of curriculum and Black representation on
school boards, and poor vocational education, or
none at all.
"What happened with the Kerner Commission
is reports to improve police departments were
followed, none of the others were,- stated Robert
McBride, SIM., associate prolessor itt
economics.
According to McBride, "the economic
problems laced by whites and different Third
World groups are common problems. The only
way racism t:an be overcome is when whites
begin to understand this."
As examples of common problems, McBride

pointed out the areas of poor housing, low income and job opportunities.
Liberated ghettos
In an article titled "What We Want" by Stokely
Carmichael.
he
slated: "Ultimately, the
economic foundations of this country most be
shaken if Black people are to control their lives.
The colonies of the United Slatesand this includes the Black ghettos within its borders.
North and Southmust be liberated.
"A powerful few have been maintained and
enriched at the expense of the poor and voiceless
colored masses. This pattern must be broken.
For racism to die, a totally different America
must be born,- theCarmichael article continued.
"The job ceiling. which came into existence
when Blacks entered the industrial labor force
during and after World War I. continues to exist
today," staled Eric Foner in "America’s Black
Past."
Inadequate education
"This ceiling is a result of inadequate
education and discrimination by both employers
and unions. Blacks still find il extremely difficult to rise out of menial and unskilled jobs into
higher-paying skilled positions." he continued.
"In 1966, only nine per cent of Black workers
were in professional or managerial work, while
over a quarter of white workers were in these
positions." Foner stated.
St. Clair Drake, a sociologist, reported in his
article tilled "The Social and Economic Status of
the Negro in the United States" (1965).: "The
American caste-class system has served, over
the years. to concentrate the Negro population in
the low-income sector of the economy.
"In 1961,- the article continued," six out of
every 10 Negro families had an income of less
than 64.000 per year. This situation among
whites was just the reverse: Six out of every 10
white lamilies had iiver 64.000 a year at their
disposal.
Income gap
"This is the income gap. Discrimination in employment creates a job ceiling. most Negroes
being in a blue-collar job,- Drake stated.
In a comparison of monies spent on schools in
Chicago in 1962 conducted by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, it was determined that
white schools spent $342 per pupil, integrated
schools spent $320 per pupil anti Black schools
spent $269 per pupil.
Frain these statistics, the inferiority ol Black
education can be readily understood.
"In a sense, getting an education ’pays off’ tor
Negroes as lor all Americans; but while some individuals gel ahead, education has not raised the
Negroes earning power to the level of whiles
with equivalent training." Drake said.
The average inconie fur a non -while family
with a nude head w holies finished high school is
alien less than that ol a while male head who has
finished only the eighth grade.
Housing discrimination
Besides discrimination in education and jobs,
minorities are laced with living in inadequate
housing.
Real estate operators, Black and while. have
exploited the tears al whites concerning the
depreciation of property values and have
capitalized upon the minority housing market by
buying property for less than normal value and
reselling it at a higher price to minorities.

"Economic victimization of minorities is
widespread," according to Drake. "In the affluent social y of America. which is consumption
oriented and given to the ’hard sell minorities
like other Americans are under social ressure
to spend beyond their means.
"Given the lack of sophistication of many
recent migrants and the very low median income
of those with less than a high-school ecucation,
it is not surprising that loan shark and dubious
credit merchants (of all races) make the ghettoes
a prime target." Drake concluded.
Seward believed some of this victimization
could be slopped, "If Blacks could gain control
over financial intermediaries I banks, insurance
companies, credit unions, we could mobilize
savings for utilization in Black communities.
Black power comes in
"As long as whites are making the decisions,
the decisions are not going to be in favor of
Blacks. This is where Black power comes in. We
need to make our own decisions about urban
renewal and other economic problems." he said.
"II we’re going to gel Black power, we’re going
to have to get some type of economic base."
Seward added.
McBride claimed "It’s impossible for Blacks or
any other small group of people to set up a
separate economic system within the United
States because basic patterns of land use and
capital investment are set by the overall
economy."

Jackson named
front-runner
for Oberlin job
It appears Spartan defensive backfield coach
Cass lackson won’t have to wail long foes job as
it was learned over the weekend that he is the
No. 1 candidate for the head football coaching
job at Oberlin College.
"Cass is definitely the front-runner." said lack
Scott. Oberlin athletic director. "I seriously
doubt that we can find someone better for the
position."
The Oberlin football team voted unanimously
to have lackson as their heed coach.
It the 30 -year old Jackson were to gel the
Oberlin job it would mark the first times Black
had ahead coaching position ate predominantly
white school.
the 1972 campaign was lackson’s first at
SISU as he filled the vacancy left by Cal as.
sisiant lohnny lohnson. Ills contract with S1SC
runs out Mir. 1.
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Editor’s Coni mews

Communitv Page: Nitlid but disapppointing
by Penny Spar
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The basic conception of the Community Page this semester was to
allow different groups on campus to
submit articles concerning their communities to the Daily.
But, for better or worse, many of the
articles which have been printed have
been either pure publicity for a
political point of view, or puffed up
pieces of publicity for specific events.
Only a handful of the articles printed
have been valid news stories coming
out of the community.
The reason we agreed to run the
Community Page was two -fold.
One, at the request of Pres. John H.
Bunzel, following the controversy
which arose last semester, when
Chicanos on campus demanded "print space" in the Daily. Al that time, the
Communications Board agreed with
the demands, and submitted its
recommendations to Dr. Bunzel.
Dr. Bunzel rejected the idea of community "print -space" as an infringement on the rights of the Daily,
according to the First Amendment, and
rightly so, but he did suggest we try a
community forum space on an
experimental basis for this semester.
He left his request up to the
interpretation of the Daily. We had the
option of an occasional column, a
regular column, or whatever we
believed to be appropriate.
A Spartan Daily task force investigated community needs and wants
and suggested the Community Page
format. Al ter a tew minor changes in
the miginal proposal. the Daily
Editorial Board accepted the idea, and
’the Community Page was accepted on
a trial basis for the remainder of the
semester.
I believe the second reason we
accepted this proposal is rooted in the
fact that the Spartan Daily had lost
contact with minority groups on campus, and for that reason our credibility
was being stretched a bit thin. As

editor, I agreed this might be a good
way to re-establish some communication with areas of campus the
Daily had been unable to deal with
during the previous school year.
We proceeded to conduct the Community Page on an experimental basis.
Of the three weekly editors, one was
appointed by myself, the other two
were volunteers from the community.
Community response was
somewhat disappointing, for the large
percentage of articles submitted came
from one segment of the community,
and almost all of the other areas stayed
silent. It seems the need voiced really
did not exist, or else the interest from
the community was verbal only and
not realistic in terms of actual output.
However. I believe a very valid
purpose was served by the Community
Page. It helped to open up lines of communication with a select portion of the
community, a portion that we have had
frequent confrontations with in the
past.
But the real reason behind the page
remained unserved. We did not receive
articles of news value from the community at large, and much of that we
did receive was one-sided
philosophical disagreements with the
"establishment." But we never rejected
an article because it was one-sided or
rumor laden. The only articles we
returned for rewriting contained libel
or total falsehoods.
The Community Page served a
partial purpose, but it is time the Daily
went further and incorporated community news into the rest of the Daily.
It has been proposed that next
semester the Community Page in its
present form not be appear in the
Daily. In its stead, a group of reporters
would be assigned to cover the community and report the news events of
the varied minority and other
overlooked areas of campus life.
The new staff would have the added
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Staff Comment

Radicals: a new breed
by John Vail Gond?
"Wanta go along with me to attend
the Radical Student Union?" I was
asked by the Spartan Daily’s ace
political writer. Buzz Eggleston. last
Friday.
Thought about it for a couple of
seconds and said "Sure." I hadn’t seen
any radical students since leaving San
lose City College.
In fact the radical students go so
radical at SICC they threw fire bombs
into the IC City Times newspaper
room in June of 1971.
The resulting fire completely wiped
out the newsroom and destroyed all of
the back issues of the college paper.
The fire also made a shambles of the
desks, typewriters and the room in
general.
Something like S25,000 was needed
to refurbish the room, thanks to the
radicals.
Anyway, Eggleston and I went to the
S.U. and found the Costanoan Room.
Received a phamplet describing the
demonstration RS11 has planned for
the day President Nixon lifts up his
hand and swears to take care of the
United States and its citizens.
There were about 10 or 12 people in
the room when we first got there. Up
front the guest speaker for the meeting,
Andy Truskier was reading the latest
edition of the War Bulletina national
anti -war newspaperwhich is free or
one can make a donation for the
privilege of reading it.
After a few remarks by one of the
local Radical students, Truskier was
introduced and launched into his
speech.
During this time I had been reading

the War Bulletin, which had headlines,
like, "Talks resume after massive
bombing," and "How near is Vietnam
peace," was the main headline.
When Truskier started speaking, I
automatically took a head count of the
audience. As I counted noticed that of
the 23, not counting Eggleston and
myself, at least 12 of the audience were
taking notes.
That’s odd I thought, for most
generally when I’ve been covering
radical meetings, the only one taking
notes, were other reporters and
myself.
As I noticed the ones taking notes,
recognized as them as students I’d seen
around the Journalism building. It
dawned on me then that the note
taking part of the audience were
students from the Journalism BOB
class, taking notes for reporting a
speech.
The rest of the audience were
representative of any group of
students on campus. They spoke softly
when discussing various aspects of the
Vietnam War and the role of the United
States and its war machine in the IndoChina conflict.
As we left the room at the end of the
meeting, I though, this is a new breed
of radical students. They are the ones
who have had a lot to do with bringing
the word to the campus and the rest of
the world about the Vietnam War.
The word comes out loud and clear,
"End the war in Vietnam, so we can
gain back the respect of the entire
world, and leave the wars to some
other country."

responsi blity of making use of contacts established this semester and
broadening the coverage of events
relevant to different segments of the
college population.
I recommend that this proposal be
adopted by next semester’s editorial
staff.
Those persons who wrote articles
for the community page this semester
can be of great value next semester. By
keeping in close association with Daily
reporters, events within the community would receive the attention of
the Daily.
The same community people who
contributed copy to the Daily this
semester would again be requested to
submit opinion articles for the
editorial page. And, of course, the new
editors of next semester’s Daily would
be soliciting material from areas of the
college community which we were
unable to reach this semester.
What remains is this. The Daily is a
paper to serve the college community,
to report the events in that community,
to entertain the community and to inform the community.
But these purposes can be served
only by constant contact with the community. It is everyone’s responsibility
to have a well-informed college paper.

King defended
Editor:
This letter is in answer to the
charges leveled towards A.S.
President Dennis King by an open
letter from Steve Matulich.
Steve claimed "It is well known
among your subjects that the monarch
does not know his people." But ah contrare, Dennis probably knows more
students than past presidents. Where
is your poll or opinion survey. Steve?
You and others have been so preoccupied with being peasants that you
haven’t bothered to listen to the king.
Steve also retorted, "Mr. President,
what the hell are you doing?" Well
Steve, if it’s a list you want, I’m sure
Dennis would give you one. You might
be impressed by its length.
Obviously Steve, you know nothing
about the man, but you seem to have
insight into the campus problems. I
suggest you spread your bad tidings.
Go out and head committees on the
problems you mentioned.
Imagine: "Steve Matulich, chairman
of the legal assistance committee, or
the student ’ greivance committee."
Show yourself and your vocal chords
for something constructive.
Go and see Dennis. He would be
happy to help you set up committees
that don’t already exist. That is,
provided you might happen to be
competent enough to handle them.
Good luck with your rubber stamp,
Steve!
Erick Gray
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Editorial

Council realignment
That
students should govern
themselves as much as possible is an
idea that should be firmly entrenched
in the mind of every person on this
campus.
That students do. in fact, govern
themselves is sometimes questionable.
But what could be a crucial step at
providing better student government
may be made reality next semester if
councilwoman Stephanie Dean and
her small organizing group are able to
place a constitutional amendment on
the ballot for the spring elections.
Much criticism has been directed
throughout the semester at the
legislative branch of student
government, the very sore spot that
will be cured with Miss Dean’s
amendment, if passed.
A realignment of the council, from
representation by class standing to
representation by academic school,
would come about if students approved the measure.
At present, 20 councilmen are
elected at large. With the change, two
representatives would be elected from
each academic school, as well as New
College. Two students would remain
elected at large.
Fifteen per cent of the student body
(4,085) must sign the petition to secure

a spot on the ballot. Miss Dean expects
to conduct a petition drive early next
semester and anticipates little trouble
in gathering enough signatures.
We endorse Miss Dean’s ideas and
actions to the fullest extent.
Students who have been disgruntled
this semester or in the past will have a
chance to bring about changechange
that will hopefully be effective and
long-lasting.
Wide -spread support of the
constitutional amendment, which this
year’s council rejected on a 2-11-0 vote.
should be generated for this change.
It will insure, for the first time, adequate representation of all sectors of
the university, something which
should likewise be striven for on a
local level.
Under the present system, it was
made easier for a coalition, 17
members strong, to sweep into office.
Under the proposed amendment, a
coalition would still be possible, but
we find it much more desirable that a
broad range of interests be represented
on the council.
We stand firmly behind the petition
and urge students to sign it promptly
next semester. Perhaps a new,
refreshing direction can be attained for
a stagnant student government.

Staff Comment

Director lets band down
loy Cary Hyman
Since my early involvement in the
field of journalism, I have wanted to be
a crusader. My libel prof at S1SU
warned, "When judging the professional performance of an individual,
be sure no malice is intended." I then
begin my crusade, no malice intended,
but something terribly wrong has occurred without any public mention
and today I can no longer sit idly by.
As last year’s drum major, I aided in
the campaign for a student -run
marching band. I felt Stanford had
demonstrated that college students are
mature enough to police themselves
and still accomplish a lot.
Dr. Gibson Walter, chairman of the
Music Department, okayed the plan,
and Bill Jeske became the student
director of the marching band. Since
that time, the "greatest band in the
West" has turned sour.
The students who joined the band
for financial reasons (band members
are awarded scholarships) were disappointed. Those who joined because of
the promise that the band would go to
Hawaii were also left with a bad taste
in their mouths.
The band gained momentum during
their first visit to San Diego and from
then on it was all downhilldisappointment after disappointment. I
have received complaints from more
band members than you could count on
tooth hands and they lay the blame on
eske.
Those on the list include a number of
high-ranking band officials. Their
names will be protected here, but they
make up a large percentage of those
under Jeske’s immediate command.
It was mainly the trail of broken
promises that killed the band’s
motivation; it certainly wasn’t the lack
of talent. Members of the band include
bandsmen from Vanguard Drum and
Bugle Corps, national champions.

Scott Pierson, field director of the
Spartan Band, is field director of
Vanguard. Also in the band are
musicians who play professionally,
vocalists who are nationally reknowned. and National Strutting
Champion twirler Cecilia Cruz.
When many students complained to
me earlier in the year about poor
organization and Jeske’s alleged
failure to run a drive to bring money in
for the Hawaii trip, I asked another
reporter to investigateI didn’t want
any personal biases to enter.
Everything was financially on the
level; the band just didn’t raise enough
money.
But who must get the blame?
Someone must account for the
sullen faces and sour notes. Jeske’s
professional performance has left a lot
to be desired. Those who dreamed
were let down pretty hard. The
student -run band was less than
successful.
The band was left in the dark, expecting action to raise funds. And
somewhere, someone procrastinated
the band out of a trip.
One shouldn’t play with the high
hopes of 100-plus just for the satisfaction of personal ego. That’s just
damn unprofessional!
Editor’s note: All student and faculty members
are encouraged to express their views on any
subject in the letters to the editor section of the
editorial page. Letters may be mailed or brought
to the Spartan Daily office, IC 208, and must be
250 words or less, typewritten and doublespaced. Name and activity or faculty card
number must be included, and all letters must be
signed. Non -students and non -faculty members
are asked to include address. telephone number
and title or position. The Spartan Daily will not
print letters which are libelous or in poor taste.
The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters
to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he.
believes have been exhausted.
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8 years in monastery

SJSU prof reveals life as monk
By Howard M. Schleeter
In the thud century AU.,
what Richard keatly did
would have been called. "battle with the Devil
Today. this San lose State
I
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refers to it as having been a
Benedictine Monk.
This he defined as being "a
lay individual who has
dedicated his tile toGod in the
community with other Christian monks."
Keady explained that his
eight -year development as a
monk, which ended in 1968.
was, "a recapitulation ol the
development of the Western
psychethe
passing
of
primitive
Christianity.
through the Dark Ages, the
Medieval mind, rationalism.
the enlightenment, and finally
the 20th Century."
he said. "is my claim
to being a teacher of religion."
Keady has been a college
professor for three months, all
at MSC. lie is 34 years old,
married and has no children.
When he talks, he leans
back, stretches his legs out,
and stares into a bookshelf
against his office wall. His
eyes are brown, full and inquisitive; his voice, soft and
confident.
Curly red hair covers his
head, and most of his neck on
both sides and the back. His
office, comparatively neat and
uncluttered. has a poster on
one wall picturing a cat
sticking his head through a
fence hole. The caption reads.
"Curiosity."
Felt trapped
Alluding metaphorically to
the psychological condition of
schizophrenia,
Keady

ECOIVO-C41

Students Weekend Special
New small car with automatic.
Anytime Friday until same
time Monday. $10. plus
.10C per mile.
For reservations
249-1525

why he became
monk.
"I felt trapped. I had enough
of the world of while collar
worker. telephone, the car....I
was reacting against all of
these kinds of phenomena and
wanted to participate in
something
radically
different.- he said.
Keady described his average
day for the six years he spent
as a monk at the College of St.
Anselm an Rome.
His day started at 5 a.m.
with prayer until 7. He ate
breakfast at that time, after
which he attended classes in
philosophy and theology from
it to 12:30. His afternoons were
free.
At 6:30 p.m. he prayed for 15
minutes before dinner. After
this there were 95 minutes of
recreation before the "Great
Monastic Silence." This lasted
until the next morning when it
was time for studying.
reading, and sleeping.
Keady’s weekends and
summers were free. During
this time he traveled
throughout Europe, meeting
his present day wife in
Germany.
As a monk Keady hoped to
"gain
independence"
and
develop a feeling for the
"humanistic values" of man
and God, something he
believes is closely lied to
education.
Currently Keady teaches Into
Religious
troduction
Protestant
the
Studies,
Tradition, 20th Century
Theology, and Classics of the
Christian Tradition.
Next semester his courses
will include: Christian Ethics,
Contemporary Problems and
Theory, and a seminar on The
Religious Significance of
Alfred North Whitehead.
His area of special interest is
e nuiro twit

ethics.

We feactre Fords & other fine cars

For National Reservation. call:

800.874.5000
/c!)

ECOA10CA
INTERNATIONAL

A Service of Westinghouse

PUBLIC POLICY

For the college graduate who
wants to play a part in shaping
social policy and social
change.

Edcuation
"The purpose of education,
it seems to me, is to humanize
man." he said.
"It should not primarily be
training people to fit into the
scientific,
technological
society. That’s relatively easy
to do. The challenge of
education is to give students
the opportunity to become
human beings.
"I mean to learn the past of
humanity, and what is coming
in the future," he explained,
"and answer the question.
’How should man and woman
ineet the future that God is
calling us into’?"
Ready cited the ecology issue as being of prime importance to education and the
I uture of man.
Keady explained that passing over into new experiences
and
understandings,
and
learning what other people are
like, is what education is all
about.
He admits, though, this
concept of "humanizing man"
is difficult to grasp, and is
something he has struggled

Two Year Professional Degree
Master of Public Policy
Offered by the
GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF PUBLIC POLICY
University of California,

Berkeley

Growing numbers of college
graduates are seeking the skills and
training that will enable them to help
solve pressing problems in areas of
public policy, such as health care, the
environment, education, and the like.
Governmental research and community organization are coming increasingly to recognize an urgent need
for trained analysts to help design, implement, and evaluate new and effective domestic policies and programs.
The field of the applicant’s under
graduate major is not critical for admission; we welcome applications from
engineers and scientists as well as from
those with degrees in the social
sciences and humanities. The applicant
should have serious interest in making
a career in the area of public policy.

THE
HUMANISTIC
REVOLUTION
Filmed Intent.," Mtn 5000 May.
Abraham Maslow. Carl Rogow. Alan
Wetts. and Vidor Frenkl Following
the torn. Or C.S Wallis will Wad
Humniallc
on
discussion
psychology and Eastern Thought
WED . JAN 10
730-10 P M
Loa Gatos High School Auditorium
123 E Alien St. Los Gatos
Sponsored by
Institute
of
Human -Potential
Psychology

w
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Tied closely to
development
"consciousness."
Keady believes
integral
part

it is the
of
something
forms an
of both

Richard Keody
education, and religion.
"This consciousness is the
primary element of our
survival, our existence, and of
what it means to be a human
being." he explained.
Developing it is essential in
order to be independent of the
mass media, Keady claimed.
"The media are like long
lingers which reach into the
lobes on contemporary man’s
brains and manipulate them
just the way they want. The
only way to combat this is for
each individual to grow in his
consciousness." he declared.
"People are not conscious of
what war means anymore."
cited Needy as an example.
"because they’ve been anesthetized by the
tube.
me
the fact that Richard Nixon
could win the way he did is
empirical evidence of this kind
of thing." he continued.

Tv

To

World Religion

Nearly sees the development
of a "world religion" on the
horizon, the most important
aspect of which, -is what all of
the world’s religions tell us.
the consciousness of what it is
to be a human being,- he
said. Keady believes that all
religions have something to
offer in human insight and
knowledge, but said religion is
often rejected because of antiquated ideas concerning God
and morals.
The "lents movement" is an
example ol God calling people
to "move forward," according
to Ready.
"I predict, however, that
they will go into some nev,
experience," he remarked
"The lesus movement itselt
will not be satisfactory."
-That very essence of being
called forward, of continually
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If you are interested in learning more
about the program, contact your
Placement Center immediately for an
interview with Prof.Allan Sindler of the
School, who will been campus January
11 from 1:30 to 430 p.m.
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humething is my own
personal new understanding
of what the nature of God is."
he explained.
doing

.11,1NiiliiiseIi

Consciousness

1

Men Naive

personal growth as
a monk, and a person has been
realization of
of
greater
"that
the dimensions of what it is to
be a human being and what it
is to be a woman."
"I don’t think we’ve gotten
very far in our realization of
what a woman is," he said.
"Men are still extremely
naive about this, and don’t
seem to care." he added. "I
liberation
women’s
think
makes a lot of sense, women
to
protest
right
much
have as
as any other minority,
sometimes even more."
How well is SjSU fulfilling
the purpose of education?
Keady said he could not
answer this question, but
noted. "I sense that not much
has been done."
A native of Chicago, Keady
began his monastic life in 1960
at St. lohn’s Advent College in
where
he
Massachusetts.
received a B.A. degree that
same year.
For the next six years he
monastic
his
continued
devotion at the College of St.
Anselm in Rome where he
received a License in
Theology. This is equivalent
to an M.A. degree, said Needy.
After this he taught for one
year at Woodside Priory High
School in Woodside. After one
year he gave up his post there
and left the monastic life as
well.
At this time he attended
graduate school at Claremont
Claremont.
in
University
California. A Ph.D. awaits him
there pending completion of
his dissertation.
This thesis is a comparison
of St. Thomas Aquinas and
Alfred North Whitehead, who
Keady believes offers "the
most hopeful expression of a
doctrine of God for the modern
mentality."
The work centers on the
law
of "natural
concept
ethics."
Trip Finished
Keady gave up the monastic
life simply because in his
words, "I finished my trip."
People react with mild
curiosity when they learn he
was a monk, but Keady noted,
"It all depends on how I carry
it off."
He was happy as a monk.
About it he said. "It was a
great experience," adding that
if he had it to do over, he would
enter the monastery again.
"I’d recommend it to
anybody," Keady declared,
"Maybe not for eight year, but
for anybody who wants to do
something far out. I highly
recommend it."
Keady’s

Women’s Studies expands;
8 new courses for Spring
Women’s Studies at San lose
State University is offering
eight new course for Spring
semester. as well as the continuation of many of its
present courses.
The English Department
will locus a IB course on
"Women in Literature.’ with
Dr. Sybil B. Weir. associate
professor, as the instructor. In
addition, Dr. Marion Robinson, associate professor, will
teach English I 12A, focusing
on "Sexism in Children’s
Literature."
Two new courses in the History Department concentrate
History
196,
on women.
"Women in African History"
will be taught by Dr. Barbara
B. Dubins, associate professor.
who as an African history
specialist.
History 296 will be a
graduate seminar taught by
Dr. Billie B. lensen. professor
of history, on "The History of
the American Woman."
"Life Styles of Contemporary Women" will be
special section of Humanities
160, taught by Margaret If
Williams, assistant prolesso:
of Humanities.
Ethical problems relating to

Interviews
will decide
job offers
A recruiter I root lite
Department of Education of
New South Wales, Australia
will interview teacher candidates on campus, Tuesday
Ian. 9, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The recruiter is interested in
talking with secondary candidates who will have their
credentials in january or lone.
1971 in the billowing subject
areas: math: science (to inphysics,
chemistry,
clude
biology, and geology); music.
industrial
arts;
home
slow
economics, teaching
learners and counselors.
Interested persons may see
Mrs. Marian Winters at the
and
Career
Planning
Placement Center
Tired of Dingy Crash Pads
With All Their Noise and
Gloom?
Your living conditions affect

your

women.will be the locus of a
special section of Philosophy
58, Dr. Carolyn Black, assistant professor, will teach
the course.
Dr. Audrey S. Wells will
teach "The Female Domain in
Politics." as the special topic
for Political Science 139.
"Current Political Issues."
Prof. Mollie S. Rosenhan
will teach two courses in the
Social Science Department:
Sociology 196, "The Study of
Women", a repeat from fall
semester, and a graduate
course, Sociology 296,
"Seminar on Women."
A special section of Speech Communications 110 will be
"Discussion and Dialogue
Between the Sexes." Dr. jo A.
Sprague. assistant professor.
and Dr. David H. Markham.
associate professor. will team teach the course.
In addition to be above -mentioned new courses, established courses in Health

Science,
Sociology.
Studies,

Psychology.
Asian-American
and
Homes

Economics will be offered.
Women’s Studies is an interdisciplinary curriculum which
is a "group effort of senior and
junior faculty members and
students," according to Dr.
Famed I. Rinn, professor of
political science and chairone
of the Women’s Studies Comm,’
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Ruggers bow to Stanford

Skinner plays hero role in dual SJSU conquests

Spirited Spartans stay cool
Cont’d from pogo one
Sports Illustrated was there to do a cover photo job on RaIleff
and sports tins magazine kept its image.
Kellett could connect on only live of 18 held goal attempts, as
he scored only 12 points. 12 points below his season average. He
also committed nine turnovers.
"I never thought we would lose to a 3-4 zone delense with Eddie
iktatlelll out in front. said a shocked 49’er head coach Jerry
I’s delensive tactics.
larkenten ul
51511 tied Long Beach at 52 with eight minutes left in the game
on Eric Saulnv’s driving underhanded layin.
the Spartans never trailed alter that point as Skinner pumped
home 10 at SISt I’s 16 points in the last seven minutes.
Skinners a great ballplayer and he alWaVS plays well against
Terkanien uttered.
It was Seulnv’s entrance into the game with 11:19 remaining.

Spartababes split
weekend contests
Unable to sustain lust ball
momentum. the San lose State
University trash basketball
team split a pair at home
contests over the weekend.
A 52-35 intermission margin
was not big enough or Coach
Dave Waxman’s crew as the
Calitornia I:olden Bears whittled the lead into it 74-73 connight
in
Saturday
quest
Spartan
V.ith no time on the clock.
the Bear’s Erich %/eater went to
the charity line or two free
throws despite the Spartan
plea that lime had run out
Vaaler, calm under lialTIP Pressure and crowd noise, sank
both losses to nail !Will with
its third loss against sesen
wins.
Surprisingh W isinan went
minutes
into it ’,tall is it:

remaininst and holding a 13point lead, which ultimately
changed the momentum of the
tilt. SIEU shot 51.7 per cent
trim the Boor but tailed to gel
up many shots in the stretch
drive.
the previous
Stanford.
night, Was down at halftime
47-33 and closed the margin to
within two before dropping a
hard-tought 80-76 decision.
Guard Ken Mickey and
forward Ronnie Fair look up
the slack late in the ganie to
preserve the win. Mickey
converted eight tree throws
and Fair added three baskets
and Iwo charity losses.
Ken
guard
Sport ababe
Hartsough continued his hot
shooting with a two-night
total ol 34 points, pumping in
IS III 21 I ield goal it

’hal spurred SISU to a win user a much taller 49er squad
smallest player for ’,HSU was ti-lool-3 of those who played.
Saulny’s quickness and alert defense, along with Skinner’s
ollensive exploits helped unnerve LBSU.
"I installed a 1-2-2 zone defense at the beginning as a gimmick.
but reverted back lug 3-2 in the second hall when I saw it didn’t
work,- iuevara said.
Long Beach took a 36-33 lead into the intermission.
The big !actor about the 3-2 zone defense was that the 49’ers
didn’t work the ball into its big men, but forced bad shots from
the outside.
Long Beach could only shoot 37 per cent I rom the 1 ield. 12 per
cent under its season average, while SISU shot a hot 44 per cent.
Meanwhile. the Spartans were playing ball like they never

have belore. patiently.
Instead ot panicking when they tell behind LBSII, the Spartans
kept their cool and passed the ball around looking for the open
man. In Friday night’s case il was Skinner’s who pumped in
several bombs trom over 20 feet.
Seniors Mike Webb and Dave Dockery gave Skinner a hand in
the scoring with 18 and 14 points. The trio scored 32 of the
Spartans 33 points in the first halt.
The Spartans win over the nationally ranked 49’ers ranks as
one of the biggest upsets ol the current season.
While the win over the 44fers was a big one, the victory over the
Aztecs was more exciting.
With 5:41 remaining in the game, Spill took control of the ball
with the score lied at 50.
SIMI held the ball until 4:38 and called a time out and then held
onto the ball until the last second when Adkins hit a 24 loot jump
shot from the left at the key to give the Spartans a hard earned
win.

THE GREAT AMERICAN MUSIC HALL
PRESENTS:

I LullIct 11,1 Illt I lut
Ii t
.11.1 I h,:ti, %%hen I lel goal the
shot, that it would be good.- said an exuberant Adkins.
Like Saulny the night bet ore. Adkins didn’t come into the game
until the last part of the second hall.
The 5-loot -l0 junior guard responded with 11 it the Sparians
final 16 points, scoring on seveeal spectacular driving layins.
’I put him into the game to gel some more lire power outside.
the only outside shot he made was that last one.- Guevara Raid
happily.
Webb, a 6 -too( -5 senior forward said. "We ran a stall to try and
pull the Aztecs into a man lor man defense, they didn’t come out
of their zone, so we held onto the ball.
Skinner led the scoring parade with 17, Dockery ended the
night with 13 and Webb had eight.
cent 11)411, hut
’I’he Spartans were outshul from the I ield. 50 nBevriray
the Spartans’ patience prevailed again.
Sea Scares.
SISt.
9-0-19 Skinner 10747: Saulni, 1-0-2: Dockery 7-e-14: Dradorll
i-ui and Bearuhmen 2.1-5. Total. 30-8-51
Gm 6-1-13 and Slap..
Lest mit-McDonald 341-e. Doom zo-a. Heidi 5- z.
9-5-17 Pondexier 41.0 i oiela 7.6-9.61

SEATS: $4.00- $4.50 - $5.00 - $5.75
Tickets

Now: Tickelron All Macy’s, Flint Center
Son lose Box Office

1098 EL CAMINO, SANTA CLARA
241-0303

ot

OPEN,
mon. to Thurs.
9 a
to S O.171.
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ha ns to 9 p.n,
sat ur day
6 a.m. to 50
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DOwei

Queen
Of The
Orient

Box Office,

Ilnion.
lack Keenan scored SISO’s
only
Irv.
while
Floyd
McGaughey kicked a penally
shot in the limit moments.
The second leant dominated
its WIMP, but lost to Stantorifs
Nii. 2 team. MAI

SPORT BARN

Stbi I S21-15 ebb
Skinner a- 1- 7, Docker,
13: Orndorfl 93-3:Adkins 4-3I I. Totals 22-8-52.
SUS 1501 -McNamara 1-0-2: Pete 0-4-is; Copp 5-3-19 lones 1-0-2: Service 14.4:
Marlowe 24-4: McMurray 3-0-s. Totals zo. to-Se.

WOODY HERMAN
BIG BAND IN CONCERT
THURS., JAN. IT, 8:30 P.M.
FLINT CENTER, CUPERTINO

lose
STANFORD -San
Stale University’s rugby team
was downed by an aggressive
Stantord club 20-7. Saturday
on the Cardinals’ soccer held.
The loss drops the Spartans
to a I- I record in the Northern
Rugby -Football
Calitornia

II illinois

-

AUSTRIAN ROCK
81371
BOOTS
tort._
iA.
OINE
reNE
PACKING
RUCKSACK F.A."
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59.75 Le.ineyeK
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kite Sty Tams wa
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CREDIT CARDS
BANK AMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE
FIRST NATIONAL
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ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915)
Food Supplements ilnstant Protein.
vital.. Vita E Calcium etc I
Hones Cleaners I Basic H L. arc:
Horne Cleaners illasic H. L, etc
Beauty Aids (Prot/rimed Shampoo etc I
John 5 Mary Rhoades 297-3888
INMAN W EEEEEE OS 1528 W Seri
Carlos S J 294-1455 (Just West of
Searsi feetures KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frames top outline
watennattresses from S12 & up organic
furniture. Pillow. Doelltir 10- Weed.
soles & service. accessones. friendly
service, righteous prices BEDS TO
RESTE BIKES THE BEST AT PISCEAN
294-1455
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
organization meets Inurs 730 PM in
memorial chape, All are weicorne.
_
-LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
Join a coliege-age BALLET class at
Euf aria StriCKII of Ballet Basic technique. tor the bettprininq dancer Beverly
Eufrade Grant Director Phone 241-1776
If no answer 286.8917
HAVE 71 -P-RO-BLZIO? Looking for
answers, Let Cann,. SO S halo Call
the Spartan Datly at 277-3181 or drop by
THE MONEY BOOK I$ 2150.00
TOTAL VALUE 150 00 FOOD) FOR
ONLY 8400 NOW-72 COUPONS
EXPIRES JUNE I 1973-GET YOURS
NOW -SPARTAN BOOKSTORE THE
MONEYBOOK GIVES YOU ONE MEAL
FREE WHEN YOU BUY YOUR SECOND
MEAL
AMER FAMILY STEAK HOUSE .31
KY FRIED CHICKEN
ELLAS RESTAURANT
ROUND TABLE PIZZA /31
ELLIOT ADOR RESTAURANT
PEANUTS SANDWICH SHOP
A SW ROOTBEER DRIVE-IN
SENIOR TACO
SCOTLAND FISH N CHIPS
ORANGE WINZiT
PEPITO 5 ME), iCAN FOODS
CACHITO DEL TERRE
MIKE S HERO SANDWICHES
TACO BELL
SHELTER SALOON
LA TAXANITA let &
ASHY 5 ROASTBEEF
FREE MOVING BOXES AND
WOOD PALLETS COURTESY Ow
BODEGA ESPANA
1040 N 4ln St
Your complete wine & beer store
SPECIAL MONEY BOOK OFFERS
YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT:
TWO 5 TRACK STEREO TAPES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONEi
25.., OFF ON MUSIC INSTRUMENTS!
TWO MONTHS MUSIC LESSONS
FOR THE PRiCE OF ONE MONTH!
Si 50 OFF ON LP RECORDS1
TWO WATER MATTRESSES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE.
ONE DOLL AR S WORTH OF
FREE BILLIARD TABLE TIME!
CARS WASHED AND JET WAXED
FOR 994 -NO GAS PuRCHAsEi
TWO PEOPLE TAKE INTRODUCTORY
KENPO KARATE COURSE coo
THE PRICE OF ONE PERSON,
FREE 36 . 00 Tv PILLOW WITH
PURCHASE OF PASSION PUYFI
BOOKSTORE -ONLY UM
PIZZA Student Discount 50
percent off any Pous Purchase and
Dollar Pitcher Beer Otter good MON.
THURS, DEC 6-DEC 21 Fri & satdenceto
Ina four piece ben011 Night Club atmosphere that seats 156 people Pool
Table 8 Cow Games Located 1481I SO
111 51 Four Doors South of Alma AM

intss PUPPIES-7 eras Lab-Shop mix
Call 653-4258
Loveable Nemesis
evenings
TODAY’S WORLD IS VERY COMPLEX
EVERYBODY WANTS TO SAVE YOU
FROM EVERYTHING POLITICS. GOVT
THE ESTABLISHMENT, DRUGS
POLLUTION WE JUST WANT TO SAVE
YOU A LITTLE MONEY THAT’S ALL,
MONEY BOOK IS A LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE!
INTERESTED in working with Junior
High students on an alternative etasMoan? Proreg Hum 160 or 161 Calf
Sally 21)54415 or 277-2963.
TWO PROS HOT 0009
FROM DER W1ENERSCHNITZEL
ONE FREE 3 PC CHICKEN DINNER
WITH PURCHASE OF THE SAME
FROM KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
IT’S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK.

BLOOD DRIVE-New Blood needed to
reorganize anemic fraternity Call Roger
or Gary at 293-9320
TWO GREAT VOICES - Baritone John
Tyers (formerly of Broadway and now a
music instructor at SJCC1 and soprano
Ciauche Cummings 11972 debuts with SF
Fall Opera and at Carnegie Hall) star in
SJ Music Theatres ’The Sound of
Music Montgomery Theatre Fri & Sat
nites 8 30, Feb 2 thru 17 $3 50 gent. $2 50
with SB card Additional 504 oft with this
ad Buy at door or come by 30 E San
Fernando STUDENT RATES FRIDAY
NIGHTS ONLY
WOULD USE TO RENT SCUBA Alf tank
during Semester break Call Gary 2539785
FEATURE SKI MM. ’Ski Fr, will play
Mon & Toes nite. Jan 8 AS. 7 30 PM
Soma Poeta Fioorn. Student Union Advance ticket sale Ass Stud Bus Office

16 VS BUS-Rebuilt ens (receipts)
Isuilt-in bed. carpet. extra knecond 9980
293-3180
’59 BUG EYE SPRITE. Real sharp, rollber,
hardtop new tires. megs. koni shock.
reblt eng 5700 374-5643
16 VW BUG-completely customized
New tires, brakes, paint. carb & more.
$800 or best offer 961-8873
Ti YAMAHA 350. Good transportation
Excellent condition Call alter 7 PM 2778595
70 TRIUMPH 650CC Pert shaped pipes
S850 ’offer Dave 298-0161
70 VW CAIAPM0111LE. Red. good con Onion Ice box tent, must sell. best offer.
269-9116
13 OLDS. Runs, needs. work Ask for
John Make offer 292-4487
16 VW Sag. Clean well-maintained. very
good mechanical condition & body
Good hree 8050 offer 969-0843
VW ’65 Sus camper, 18 motor Must sell
$850 225-5345 tun or eves Gull Station
crnr Santa Clara & 10th St
COST OF LIVING GETTING OUT OF
HAND, CUT IT DOWN TO SIZE WITH
THE MONEY BOOK -LIMITED OFFER
AT SPARTAN BOOKSTORE,

WE WOULD LIKE TO SELL YOU A
MONEY BOOK WOULD YOU LIKE TO
BUY ONE, ITS A LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE,
THE PISCEAN 35 S 4th St IS block
north of Library) 287-7030 Features a
complete line of heated waterbeds from
554, pillows, accessories. quality 10Weed imported bikes from $83 Sales &
Service All at righteous prices Weill friendly helpful service 287.7030 BEDS TO
REST. BIKES THE BEST AT PISCEAN
"WIT SUITS" and two ’surfboards" ’42"
surfsystem and 94 KI-OKI surfboards
"medium" bodyglovemasuits 251-1273.
DYNACO FM-5 TUNER KIT, Unassembled. Mill in shipping container Factory
guarantee 1145. Call 338-8827 (in Ben
Lomond)
WHAT IS A FUR BEACH777?
Handbags of FUR Rugs-Bedspreads
Beautiful SUEDE in over 20 colors.
Coyote-Cow HIDES Skunk -Fox-Rabbit,
Latigo-belt LEATHER tor skirts-pants.
Fun stuff to DECORATE cars and pads.
Tons of cool CLEAN SAND to walk on
COME see THE FUR BEACH a wild trip
1411 The Alameda SJ 288-8688
PHOTO-STAMPS
Personalize your stationary, greeting
cards and thank you notes with your own
photo Real pictures in stamp forms Fifty
Photo -stamps. 1" x 1 is professional
high gloss photograph. cl.r. brilliant.
Warbling. perforated with gummed
Sacks Like a sheet of postage stamps.
Reproduced from any size photo or
negative
Photo will be returned
unharmed Allow one week for delivery
Palace Trading Co 259 So 1st St. SJ
95113 Enclose 52 50 .5% sales tax
SAVE THIS AD. Before you pay 101111 101
stereo equip.. check with us for discount
prices on Team Sansui, Pioneer. Dual.
Mc We guarantee Sin Jose State
students the lowest pnces available in the
entire Bay Area Call for weakly specials
247-2029
GIANT poster made from any photo or
Nide If 1 day E5 Terrific gift idea
SUPER SHOT 353 Meridian 293-5884
EDGAR’) TROPIGUARIUM S GIFT
SHOPPE, 40 E San Antonio St. San
Jose Specializes in Miniquariume
Oriental All Objects Unique gifts A
small & friendly store

14 FORD. Whhhhhhhhhhhinittte. blue
,nterio, S15000 294-3203

NEW TOOLS-WOOD LATHE 36"
LONG $22 WOOD LATHE 4 FT LONG
$45 TABLE SAW $65 JOINTER $40
BELT SANDER $25 BROOKS 60E SAN
FERNANDO PHONE 292-0409 1 BLK
FROM SJSU

63 COMET comat Sacra at $175 4
speed trans News,,, lo
mi Call aft
prn 259-27l0

COKE machine Antique-good working
coed Takes 6 ex bottles Good
conversation piece Best offer 998-0532

66 DODGE CORONET. Runs good
S:575 1367-9270

MAMIYA SENOR 1000 OIL Camera body
ePot and aver meters-exCellent conditiOn 585 Cail Mike 289-8959

70 AUDI. 4 dr sedan 4 sod. new tires
E ceilent cone kAake of fer 206-9136 aft
s pm wk days all day Sat & Sun

ADVERTISINGiP.R.
Creative sell-Warter needed by apticiflice center builders to write own ads
prepare promotion schedules & do PR
work Send resumes to Intertand attention Bill Meyers. 122 Saratoga Santa
Clara 95050 No phone calls please
FULL OR PART TIME. Men & women
drivers Mon Wed . Fri and rues . Thurs..
Sal . Sun 1 03 P.M. to 1330 PM & TO
AM to 6 30 P M 30 per cent to 50 per
cent commission Tropical Ice !crown
Co 358 No Montgomery St. S J. 2974228. Mr Bennett
MEN-PHOTOGRAPH NUDE COEDS.
free camera & film student discounts.
group rat. 1415 The Alameda. SJ 11
AM-12PM Class this Monday Nile 730
PM 55 998-1965
PART TIME hostesses 8 cocktail
waitresses Red Baron Restaurant 923E060 Bill or Jay or apply in person
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE ISO longtime
companion for handicapped individual -FREE room & board to girl over
18 Very nice apt call Robert Flatlet 2%3208 after 5 PM
EVERYBODY wants to know something
Let the Spartan Daily’s weekly Campus
SOS column help you Call 277-3181
LOVE YOUR BOSS
When you beCOrrie 8 SHAKLEE
distributOr
you are your own boss. No quotas
no risks? Every distributor has
different goals & different approaches
The fact that our natural products
really are the most IS rMleCted in
our Out of Sight Sales Grovdh
Please make comparisons
We will ask you to do a little research
before we let you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN& MARY 466 SO 5th 02-297-3888
FREE ROOM
BOARD for live-in
babysitter Female Must be avail Men’
Fri 12 midnde 1080 m Direct bus route
to SJSU 241-1797
MUST SUPERVISE sisters children at
Tecnoe cabin Dec 16 to 24 Need help
with cooking & activities Call 294-0763.
Free room & board & un
ASSORTED types of hard-wonting men
to create a new group importance.
Rewards bawd on performance. Cali
Gary 215-01e0.
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY!
International
Local,NatIonal
Management Treinee Positions open
Possible earnings up to 01 500/mo Only
embitious & aggressive individual need
apply Call Mr Wilson. weekdeys 7939158
STUDENTS needed as tutors Good
wages. many hrs per week Tutor in your
moor or related field Esp interested in
Home Ec or Ed majors Call 298-5200 or
297-4846 aft 6 om

SKIERS-BUCKLE boots size 101/2 Excellent condition 241-1829
HOUSING

FOR SALE
WATER BEDS-Yin Yang Water Bed Co
,nta IWO has water beds end ACCINEsoon of Me finest quality lithe lowest
prices Compare .anywhere 2 locations
400 Park Ave. Downtown San Jose 28E1263 and 24 E Campbell Ave across
from West Valley College Campbell 3781040
BICYCLES
Saies and Service
Diecount on parts and Accesson.
10 students year round
Gene’s Bicycle Bern
t185 E William St 293-7897
ARE YOU STILL PAYING lull price for
00Milcks, Recyle
features longest
selectmn Of Paperbacks science fiction In
Bay Area, ’s price, mostly We 947 20 per
cnet cover 30 per cent trade for your
better paperbacks used records. loo
Recycle 235 So lit St 288-6275 open
10-9
SHREDDED FOAM RUNE,’ me per lb
293-2954
BLACKLITE PO
1150, PATCHES
754 & up. INSENSE 25 STOOLS 224.
PIPES $I 00 & UP. RADIOS 83685 UP.
LEATHER
GOODS,
BINOCULARS
82280 SUP BLACKLITE. COMPLETE
18’ 51156.4522S5 STROBE LIGHTS
51795 GAS OLD BULB $3 95 INDIA
PAINTS, FISH NETTING $1 96 SUP TSHIRTS $2 00 EACH BROOKS 80E San
Fannon. 1 ble from SJSU Phone 2220409

TYPEWRITER AND SEWING MACHINE.
$30 and $20 Call 277-8783 alter 6
GEORGE STICK PIANO, walnut cabinet.
Excellent cond Makeoffer Call 268-9138
aft 5pm wk days. all day Sat & Sun

HELP WANTED
STUDENT TO DISTRIBUTE VERY
UNUSUAL COMPUTER DATING
FORMS 6400-$600/mo Write Bea $08.
Boulder. Colo
ALTHOUOH THE MONEY BOOK IS
HEAVY ON FOOD YOU CAN’T EAT ALL
THE COUPONS LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE.
COLLEGE GRADS WITH MASTERS
DEGREE DIGS DITCHES. Sound
farnilier? When car.r positions are so
competitive would it be to your Idvantage to learn valuable business experience. self-develottmool. Plus a timely
Income while still in college ALCAS
CORP has few such positions for the
right students Call 268-8739 after 5 PM
for a personal interview
STUDENTS earn 51000. more per week
Year round working w/young boys on
interesting newspaper promotion
program No amp net You are treinedby
experts No invest collections. or del
nec III any to earn even higher income
Over 50% of our students average more
Man $100/weeli 1091 year You must have
valid drivers license. insurance. good
running car Working hours are 3-9 PM
and 030 AM-4 30 PM Sat Call now 2891091 006 for Mr Terry

FOR RENT
VERY be I BR Spts
Fury. w/w carpets.
Swim pool, rec room. $130
Studios $100
820 S 9th St. SJ.
NEW ROOMS front $55/rno across the
campus Ample parking. Sale and quiet.
SOS 9th also 278 S 1080 51 PROMO 29E8514 or 295-8526

ROOM FOR RENT. Modern. quiet house
in Willow Glen for serious student
$70/mo incl util 267-3830 Nock
MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrm with new wiw carpets,
built-in kitchen. Garbage Damon’. air
conditioning, enclosed garege. pool Yr
EOM SJSU. quiet four-plea. $175 Free
laundry Manner. 486S 5th RI 288-0944
LARGE I Bedroorn alste
furnished
yew carpels
Recreation room,
swim pool
620 So 9th St SJ $130
Studios $100
FREE ROOM A BOARD to girl over ISIS
o companion to 0 ’unmapped individual Very nice apt Call Roilmrt Hall
at 2116-3208 after 5 PM
CLEAN FURN, APTS.
620 $ 3rd (Reed & S 3’d)
6005 lith (Reed & S 911)
480 S 8th (Williams & S am)
OLDIES BUT GOODIES.

LARGE 2 8 3 Or . 2 bath AL , carpets. off
st p5. pool. 4 bilis to camp Study atmosonere 470S I 1th St el 287-7590
LARGE APTS. 2 bdrm, 2 bath. burn NOW
5150 See at 508 S. 1 1th St 298-8045.
NEED MALE STUDENT by Jan tot to
Share 2 bdrm townhouse next to campus
$84 mo.. clean. non-smoiter. 275-0596.
FELLOWS W.G. area $45/mo. wait. pm,
TV 294-1211.
BAN JOSE Residence House-Inside
Courtyard. color TV. Maid & linens.
Parking $84/mo. up. $20.50 week Near
Limy. So 11th St. 293-7374.
FOR RENT-2 bedroom furnished
apartment near the campus Room for 4
students New rugs Call 252-2243
ROOM volut. priv. Non-NnOker 5 Mks to
SJS Large canal clean 9357mo. 287-3125
before noon is best time
FURN. APTS.
230 E San Salvador across from SJSU.
Call 294-6028 or 294-8758. Mk for.I.B. or
Mr Lee.
APT FOR RENT-On or after Jan. 1 for
Spring sem Across from SJS Nice 1
bdrm turn $135/rno. Call anytime 2934218 or 294-6028 Ask for J B. or Mr. Lee

ROOM $55/mo. Congenial Coed group of
5 needs one female Call Steve 275-8999
iLet it ringiiii
3110 for one.
STUDIO
5125 for 2 Large & well turn Quiet bldg
295-7438
MOD. CLEAN FURN/UNFURN. APTS. 1
blk trot campus New wise carpet wIr &
grb 1 501 $120 2 bdr -2ba $190 2869189 or 288-9399
ROOMS NEAR WESTGATE. Doughboy
pool. carpets house one $85 to $85. 374.
2868
HOUSE TO SHARE with Art & Grad
Student Large room avail w/ba $90 Off
E Story Rd Call 256-7310
2 BEDROOM SEC 8180. Large furnished
quiet apt 628 South 10th
NEAR SJS Three room apt Fury. Clean
5125/mo 725 S 8th St

APT& for rent Clean. 1 & 2 Bdrm.,
furnished. Immediate & Spring Occu. 457’
S. 9th St. IT blk. horn Hl-rise Donne).
1 a 2 SDR. turn apts. near campus.
covered parking, laundry, w/g pd
175.dep 635S 11 Sem lease
MALE. share 19 3 bdrm apt Excel 10C.
$66 68 inquire 292-4273 Of 247 8198
Marc
ROOM WITH KIT, across from Admires
Bldg Clean. quiet Ivy Hall 279 E San
Fernando 293-9814, 2414-6472. 253-1152
GIRLS: 2 earm turn. apt. 5115. Rant cut.
All utilities pd. Mr. SJSU. 449 S. 1016 St.
Piped heat. 11 am-2 pm. Nice.
LARGE, quiet, 1 bdrm. turn apt. carpeted.
pkg. !dry tacit 2 blks to SJSU 536 So. 5th
Kt 296-7894
BD RN APT. New shags, paint. w A g
paid, clean, modern. lure. 751 S 2nd St.
293-7796,

RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract.
Free del Free service Call ESChe’s 2512598.
BRIDAL FAME PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates $88 include.
gold & white album, 60 color prints of
your choice, full set of slides. BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra full
color 81.109-$1 25 each Staff of 20
photographers Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open every
evening until 10 pm For FREE Bridal
Packet Call 257-3181
AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICEI, WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA 0 FFICES TO SERVE YOU.
HAS THE BEST RATES CALL US AT
289-8681 OR STOP BY 4045, 3RD ST’
2ND FLOOR
TYPING TO SE DONE?
Theses, manuscripts, term papers,
general reports Fast, accurate, reliable.
and reasonable rates Call Mrs Alice
Emmerich at 249-2884.

WANTED: 2 or 3 bdrrn house for Spring
semester ClOee tO Scheel Call Ron 3275448

FEMALE: 1 bdrm. Serious student only
Share 3 bdrm. house w/1 male At female
553 33 289-8073
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DONATE ON A regular blood plasma
program and receive up to $40/rriCtrithly
Bring Student I D or this ad and receives
blame, with your first donation HYLAND
DONOR CENTER 35 S. Almaden Ave
San Jose, CA 294-6535 MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY 7 to IX

LIKE TO TRAVEL? Sig Ep has 200 accommodations across the nation. Call
Roger or Gary at 293-9320.

LOST 8, FOUND
FOUND: GERMAN SHEPHERD Puppy 4mo old. female Brown and black.
Found near SJS. Call 269-5570.
REWARD! Gold and iade bracelet lost on
tennis courts 12-15-72 Valuable only to
me Call 377-3150
FOUND: A fraternity that needs new
blood, new ideas, and ambitious men to
form the kind of forelimb ion you’d like to
see Call Roger or Gary at 293-9320.
LOST 14 my old male St Bernard - full
mantle mast -list seen 12/11 Reward Call
998.1909
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Announcements
Autornellye
LFor Isis

SEA FRIEND to handicapped man Live
Iris in ftrach. room Girls over is.
please call 298-2308 aft 5

FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Representative Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY Fly at 1/309
With B TWA Youth Passport and take up
to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD-Call 2878668 for information or 2984600 for
mmeniafions

TYPING-Ressonabla 279-2463 alter 6
FM

Classified Rates

300

THE MONEY BOOK IS $1511.00 TOTAL
VALUE 155000 FOOD) FOR ONLY 54.50
Now 872 COUPONS EXPIRES JUNE 1,
1973-GET YOURS NOW-SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE. GOT THE MUNCHIES7
GET YOUR MONEY BOOK AT THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE AND GO GET
YOUR FREEBEES AND OTHER GOOD
DEALS
MCDONALD’S
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL 131
SUN’N SOIL
ROUND TABLE PIZZA 131
BARRELS FISH N CHIPS
CAESAR’S PIZZA HOUSE
ISABEL’S DELICATESSEN
SPARTAN HOUSE
7-ELEVEN

EUROPE-ISREAL-EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe. Russia, and Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights.
including Middle East and Far East.
Student ski tours. European used car
purchase system. CONTACT: ISCA.
11687 San Vicente Blvd. 04, L.A. Calif.
90049 Tel 828-0965.

General
TYPING-Thesis
Reports,
Letters IBM SeleCtrtt Reasonable 2636895

1 DORM. APT. El. kit Pool Married
couples only By owner 43150 111h St

200
250
300
350

COME to Psychodrama Reg Grps every
Tues. & Fri. 8 PM, 40 Hr Marathon Dec
15-17. Call 328-6137: 401 Florence. Palo
Alto (Cnr. ot LyttOn)

TRANSPORTATION

COLLEGE READING LISTS OFTEN
LEAVE OUT THE MONEY BOOKI DO
YOU KNOW WHY"? LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE,

2 BDR. DUPLEX for married couple only
$40 Mo 474 Prevost near SJSU Yard
tall err AX-6-6457 after 3 per

200
250

ANYONE WITNESSINOmotorcycle theft
on 9th Si across from Well Hall on Oct.
31 please cell 264-9773

TYPING-EDITING IBM, last accurate.
sopenenced Free Pick-up and del Call
pm. 378-1525 Carrn Finney

MOD. CLEAN furn/unfUrn apts 1 blk
frrn campus New w/w carpet vAr & grb
I bdr 5120 2 bdr-2 be 5190 286-9189 or
288-9399

lines

HAVE 2 very beautiful birthdays Terri
Walint and Lorne Kikuchi from four
cheeks

Drus-11)
ANONYMOUS ANALYSIS
call 985-1158

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master - Reports. Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg - 1924 Harrls
Telephone 371-0395 San Jose

RIP with pvt bath & kit pm. Guist 55105.
to SJS Non-smoker only $75/mo. 2873125 (mornings nest)

3 Imes

TWO GUYS will lose their lobs unless
they’re successful in re-colonizing Sigma
Phi EIMIIOn that week HELP. Call Roger
or Gary 293-20

TYPING OVERLOAD?
Let me helcil Term papers-Gen’l reports
Call Donna today after S30 292-9359
Will work over holidays!

ROOMS $40 & 850./mo. for men. 8280.
15th Can be seen bhen 4 AS PM

4
5
6

WHEN YOU OWN A MONEY BOOK
YOU’LL POCKET A LOT MORE THAN
JUST THE CHANGE. ITS A LIMITED
OFFER IN SPARTAN BOOKSTORE!

PARKING 86/mo tree 2 blocks from
State on 5th St Phone morns or eyes
2234275.

CLEAN. COMFORTABLE. turn. 1 bdrm
apt 63300 5th St 288-7474, 294-7332.

T...
Jays

UNWED MOTHER can’t afford to keep
kits Mom is brown, kits are block Awhile
have tails & claws Call 258-0638

WE WANT TO LEVEL WITH YOU-IT
WAS DESIGNED TO FILL YOUR
EVERYDAY NEEDS AND TO SAVE YOU
MONEY WE THINK WE’VE DONE IT,..
WHAT DO YOU THINK? ITS AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE!

TYPIST
Accurate, experienced. fast Can edit
theses. papers New City College. Mrs
AaLanian 296-4104,

WHAT’S UNUSUAL ABOUT THE
MONEY BOOK’? NOT A WHOLE LOT. IT
JUST HELPS. LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE!

One
day
Si 50

FAST, ACCURATE, ALSO
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER
TEACHER CALL 244-6444
MARY BRYNER

CHARTER FLIGHTS
Complete domestic/international
travel program
STUDENT SERVICES WEST. INC
Call (408) 287-8240 for further inlo

NEW STUDIO APTS. 2115 A $120 Per
month 5226 Snow Dr SJ Phone 2268112

EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe Russia. and Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights.
including Middle East and For East
Student ski tours European used car
purchase system CONTACT ISCA.
1178/ San Vicente Blvd 04, LA. Calif
90049 TEL 826-9055

EVERYTHING you always wanted to
know about anything but were afraid to
ask Ask Campus 5.0.9. at 277-1381 and
000 11 in the Daily

SERVICES
TYPING.
EDITING.
ENGLISH
AFTER 6

PERSONALS

[. I

Parsons’,
Services
T artrinr11,,

SENO CHILE, MONEY 0110511 OR
DAILY
CASH 70
CLASSIFIED.
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE. CALIF 95114

Fn mod

S

F

Days

Ueadi.ne l.nc days prier to publication
Consetultyi publication daDis only
Ni, refunds in vaIn 111,44,15
PHONE 277 3175

J

